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AbstractStakeholder 
engagement for 
disaster management 
in master-planned 
communities

Introduction

government disaster managers

with Logan City Council disaster managers indicated a need 

community disaster resilience is widely advocated in policy 

 

Queensland.
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Aims

were to:

 ·

 ·

planning
 ·

improvements.

Disaster management and land-use 
planning frameworks

local disaster management within a hierarchical policy and 
 

of hazard risks and community resilience are achieved through 

When the Queensland Government considers developments 

assessment system under the 

the 

planning schemes generally take precedence over other schemes 
and provisions to make appeals are limited. 

Research methods

 

discussion themes covering a range of locally relevant disaster 
and risk management topics. These included the nature 

a synthesised account of discussions was forwarded to the 

only.
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through the state 
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and development and disaster management frameworks and 

refers to the liaisons and means that immediately support 

Logan City PDA MPCs

Results: stakeholders’ knowledge and 
reflections

Supporting local disaster management

of local council disaster managers of what the growth areas 
would look like in coming years. This could hence underpin 
enhanced strategic disaster planning for the area. Improving 

viewed as a way forward.

Level

Program
Local government

Local disaster management and 
planning

and Appeals Program and place 
managers

Local government development assessment and 
place management

Lendlease Private developer MPC planning and development

Queensland
Queensland Government

development assessment

Queensland Government
Community resilience and 

development
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Local government engagement with EDQ

which supported their later role in assuming community assets 

management in these plans.

planners and development assessors and developers viewed the 

social infrastructure development to create community cohesion 
and a sense of place remained with the developer and is guided 

local disaster planning was not purposefully addressed in the 
understanding that local disaster managers develop their own 

footprints and development types. 

Engagement within local government

were uncertain if stakeholders were aware of these sources and 

state planning policies and interests through local zoning and 

Developer, emergency services and local 
government engagement

including infrastructure requirements.

appropriate agencies once land handover had occurred.

management groups. This facilitates their contact with local 

approach to engagement; dealing locally with the community 
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planning and management.

Queensland’s disaster management system through disaster 

knowledge of the place manager as well as with emergency 

Lendlease’s protocol of engaging with local disaster management 
programs was through that role. 

Discussion: facilitating better 
engagement 

planning and development stakeholders. These gaps resulted 
from a lack of formal inclusion of local disaster managers in 

those of disaster management. 

made further proposals for arrangements and protocols to 

Augmenting local disaster management groups

infrastructure providers and community groups are already part 

local and district disaster management groups was canvassed 

Engaging council place managers

management groups. This could occur even when development 

knowledge across stakeholders of the needs of local disaster 

that place managers were not currently appointed for all 

Improving arrangements and protocols

 ·
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 ·

 ·

 ·

Barriers and constraints

response. 

Conclusion
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